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Abstract

This thesis focuses on two topics: thermal limitations of volume Bragg gratings
(VBGs) employed as laser-cavity mirrors and formation of color centers in
KTiOPO4 and its isomorphs.

To explore the mechanisms of the thermal limitations of VBGs in high
power lasers, I designed and constructed a diode-pumped, solid#state laser
with a VBG as cavity mirror that had a significantly higher absorption than
what is typical. Thereby I could study the limiting thermal effects by using
only moderate intra-cavity power. Additionally, I designed a computer model
to numerically investigate the thermal effects in VBGs. Both the experiments
and the simulations showed that the laser became successively more unstable
when the power was increased. Absorption of the reflected laser beam causes
broadening of the grating spectrum accompanied by decreasing diffraction
efficiency. The reduced reflectivity leads to a leakage of the radiation through
the grating. Moreover, the simulations showed that this increased instability
was due to a reshaping of the intensity distribution profile inside the grating,
which, in turn, leads to a sharp reduction of the diffraction efficiency.

High-intensity visible radiation induces color centers in KTiOPO4, which
can lead to severe decrease in the performance of the crystal and can cause
catastrophic breakdown. The formation of color centers was investigated by
measuring picosecond, blue-light induced infrared absorption (BLIIRA)
in periodically-poled KTiOPO4, Rb:KTiOPO4, RbTiOPO4, KTiOAsO4 and
RbTiOAsO4 through thermal lens spectroscopy using a common-path
interferometer. This setup is capable of measuring absorption as low as 10-5

cm-1. The dependence of the BLIIRA signal on blue light average power and
intensity as well as on the crystal temperature was studied. The results show
the presence of at least two different types of color centers. A higher level of
remnant absorption was observed in the phosphates compared to that of the
arsenates. The largest portion of the induced absorption is attributed to photo-
generated electrons and holes being self-trapped in the proximity to the Ti4+

and O2- ions, respectively, forming polaron color centers. Stabilization of these
centers is aided by the presence of mobile alkali metal vacancies in the crystal.
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